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Joyful Greetings! 

Within The 30-Day Abundance Adventure Resources Guide, you 
will find: 

• Access to our Abundance Activation Partners' gifts (valued
at over $2,000);

• A listing of our Abundance Advisors;
• A comprehensive listing of our Abundance Activation

Coaches who will be supporting you in the private Facebook
group during the adventure.

• And powerful resources to help you continue to strengthen
your abundance vibrations after the free program has ended.

Let's demonstrate the miracles a group of people focused on 
activating abundance can create! The KEY to abundance is to 
activate that God/Spirit/Source (or whatever word represents that 
energy for you) is YOUR supply... of all things... money, health, 
amazing relationships... EVERYTHING! 

We hold the vision that, in just 30 days, you will activate a greater 
experience of abundance in all ways. 

Love and JOY, 

Sharon Wilson  
Founder/Chief inspiration Officer  
The Coaching from Spirit Institute 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/30DFBGroup
http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/
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Activation Audios 

Your Divine Team
These powerful digital recordings are designed to help you 
release blocks at a cellular level and to activate in you a 
greater sense of confidence and KNOWING. 

You will feel a deeper connection to your inner knowing and 
have more peace. 

A great way to start or finish your day! Anytime you get 
triggered pop one in and feel the flow of energy helping you 
shift! These are Spirit – given activations and when you listen 
to them you connect in with YOUR higher power so you can 
feel more peace and power! Use these every day and there are 
no limits to what you can be and achieve! 

Prosperity Activation
These powerful digital recordings are designed to help you 
release blocks at a cellular level and to activate in you a 
greater sense of confidence and KNOWING. 

You will feel a deeper connection to your inner knowing and 
have more peace. 

A great way to start or finish your day! Anytime you get 
triggered, just pop one in and feel the flow of energy helping 
you shift! 

These are Spirit–led activations. When you listen to them, 

https://spirit.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/cc2b72e1-525e-479c-af40-1c96e492d39a
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youʼre connecting with YOUR higher power. Use them every 
day; there are no limits to what you can be and achieve! 

 

Support 

Is It Time For You To Have A 
Mentor? 
The fastest way to have the success you really deserve is to have a 
mentor that can support you to create the system at an inner and 
outer level that will ensure your success.	  
  
I have a couple spots open in my private one-on-one mentor program 
and if you feel so guided I would love to chat with you! 
  
Let's discuss what is possible for you and create a plan of action that 
allows you to experience more revenue, balance and joy right now! 
  
I will take you through a proprietary clarity process in one hour to 
determine what may be holding you back from having the Heart-
Centered business of your dreams and to lay out a plan that works for 
you based on how you are wired! 
  
Contact Stephanie at stephanie@coachingfromspirit.com, and she 
will be happy to assist you!  

https://spirit.infusionsoft.com/app/orderForms/f88c5319-078c-459e-b38d-f21be53b90d6
mailto:stephanie@coachingfromspirit.com
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Abundance Activation Coaches 

Melissa Sarazin 
About my Coaching: Lead Master Coach and Team Director at Coaching from 

Spirit Institute. I coach and support all 
participants in our group programs and in one-
on-one sessions 
 
Who I attract: Heart Centered 
Spiritualpreneurs who are building their 
businesses and desire greater clarity and 
require systems to build the foundation of their 
prosperous business with ease, connection, 
and joy.  
 
Something I feel guided to share with the 
Abundance Adventure: I am honoured to be 
here and serve you on your journey. You are 

the foundation of your life. By building the connection within you and sharing that 
with the world Abundance is naturally a part of everything you do.  
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure: My Intention is to hold the space 
for deep activation within you that you are supported, loved and that abundance 
is who you are.  
 
You can connect with me:  

My email: melissa@coachingfromspirit.com 
My website: www.myauthenticnature.com  

	    

http://myauthenticnature.com
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Catherine Walters 
About my coaching: Being someone whoʼs 
particularly sensitive to energy around me, 
particularly the negative energy in crowds, cities, 
workplaces and having had a controlled, critical 
upbringing, Iʼve had to learn how to manage stress 
and negativity and embrace the positive gifts in what 
initially seemed negative situations. Under my 
coaching umbrella, I use a number of modalities 
including hypnosis and Reiki.  
 
Who I attract: Individuals who are sensitive to the 
energy around them, whether it be positive or 
negative. These individuals include intuitives, 
empaths/sensitives, psychics, healers and light 
workers.  
 
Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers: In the 
time Iʼve been working with the Abundance Adventure, repeating the affirmations 
as I write them, Iʼve noticed how theyʼve become a part of me. At different times, 
like walking to a building from the parking lot, Iʼve found myself repeating one of 
the abundance affirmations and immediately I feel more aligned with abundance 
and Source.  
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure: To help people find ways that 
work for them so they can align with  having greater abundance and experience 
the fullest benefit from the Abundance Adventure.  
 
You can connect with me: 

My email: catherine@guidedchange.com 

My website: www.guidedchange.com 

 

My Special Gift to You: Manage Stress and Negativity and Experience 

 

CLICK HERE to Download This Free Audio Meditation!  

http://catherinewalters.byoaudio.com/files/media/byoaudio-12751-u-527166-s-2.mp3
http://guidedchange.com
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Cherrise Boucher 
About my coaching: I work with people to help them identify 
stress triggers and the limiting beliefs that support those 
triggers which result in negative effects on their health and 
well-being.  My system is then co-creatively customized for 
each individual and a plan is established to implement the 
actions toward stress realization and reduction for overall 
balance in life and work. 

I teach processes to shift self-limiting beliefs, therefore 
resetting the subconscious mind to create new and more 
beneficial habits, which in turn become improved thoughts, 
which foster better feelings which lead to actions that get the 
best results possible.  Inner work resulting in more effective 
outer work. 

Who I attract:  I attract people who are struggling with strained relationships, 
declining health (physical, mental or emotional), excessive behaviors such as 
unhealthy eating habits, financial strains, or even excessive negative thoughts 
(what-ifs).  

I work best with someone who is serious about making a change and is willing to 
put the work and effort into making that change happen. Someone who 
understands that they are solely responsible for creating the life they envision by 
making the choices that lead to the actions to get them there. 

Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers:  Support 
and accountability make all the difference in the world when you are trying to 
grow. Whether it be in self-improvement or in business these are key elements to 
success. The subconscious rules our beliefs, perceptions and habits and when 
we work on that inner level we open the doors to the abundance we seek no 
matter what your definition of that is. 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure: My intention for the Abundance 
Adventure is to help others pay closer attention to the often small signs that 
prove they are moving in the right direction. When we start to recognize the signs 
we are more aware that the Universe is actually hearing what we are putting out 
there and it is working behind the scenes to provide situations, circumstances or 
other seemingly coincidental occurrences to bring what we seek into our reality. 
By noticing these signs we begin to solidify, on a subconscious level, the positive 
belief that we are supported in a bigger way than we can ever imagine. 

You can connect with me: 
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My email: cherrise@cherriseboucher.com 
My website:  www.CherriseBoucher.com 

My Special Gift to You: Ideal Life Meditation Kit 

Deeply relax and take a journey to your ideal life. Visualize it, feel it, experience 
it. Get a glimpse of what your life can and will be like when we work together and 
team up with the Universe and our inner guidance. 

CLICK HERE to Download!

http://www.cherriseboucher.com/#!AbundanceAdventure/c1c4s
http://www.cherriseboucher.com
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Cheryl A. Gaines 
About my coaching: I coach women who want to experience 
freedom.  So many women feel stuck.  They are either stuck in a 
dead end job, stuck in an unhealthy relationship, or they simply 
donʼt have a sense of direction.  The worst feeling in the world is 
to wonder:  Why was I born?  What was I sent here to 
accomplish?  Iʼve experienced that feeling and itʼs horrible.   

I mentor and coach women to go from being stuck to being 
empowered to reinvent their life.  Clients gain insight into the beliefs and behavior 
patterns that have kept them stuck in life.  I support my clients in creating a new 
vision for their life.  We then partner to co-create a step-by-step action plan that 
incorporates an inner and outer approach to living the life they envision for 
themselves.   

I am a Certified Christian Life Coach, and a Certified DISC Consultant.  Iʼm also a 
student at Teamwork Ministries Bible College.   

Who I attract:  I attract women who want to discover their passion and life 
purpose, women who want to improve their health, women who what to be 
empowered to build healthy relationships, and women who want support in 
relocating to another part of the country. 

Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers:  I once 
felt stuck in life.  I was working and living in the New Jersey.  I was working for a 
company I had been with for over 20 years.  I was unfulfilled, and I felt like my life 
energy was slipping away.  I also desired to move to another part of the country.  
My goal was to live someplace where the cost of living was less expensive and 
the pace of living was slower.  I began researching other regions of the country, 
and I also connected with my inner guidance:  God.   I moved to North Carolina 
without a job and limited financial resources. I found a job in three months. I built 
my own home. I have new friends. I belong to a wonderful church, and I volunteer 
in my community. I have literally recreated my life. And, I am living my life 
purpose in my coaching. 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  to connect with and support like-
minded people who desire to live a God-inspired life and to fully activate that God 
is your supply in all things.   

You can connect with me--    
My email: Cheryl@freeinchrist4lifecoach.com 
My website:  www.freeinchrist4lifecoach.com 

http://www.freeinchrist4lifecoach.com
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My Special Gift to You:  
 
Listen to a free audio of my personal Abundance Adventure.  Hear how I moved 
to North Carolina during the height of the recession in 2009 without a job, or 
family and friends.   Ninety days later I landed a job.  Iʼve built my own home.  I 
belong to a wonderful church, volunteer in my community, and Iʼve made new 
friends.  I literally recreated my life by activating the belief that God is my supply, 
and you can do the same thing too.  My system is designed to teach women how 
to activate the belief that God is their source and their supply. 
 
CLICK HERE for Instant Access! 

http://www.freeinchrist4lifecoach.com/
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Karla Harrison 
About my coaching:  I am a Reiki master, NLP Coach, 
Energy Alignment Coach, Time Line Therapy Coach, 
Doterra Oil Consultant and Hypnotherapist that uses 
several energy therapy modalities to facilitate vibrational 
alignment with my clients and what they want to 
manifest in their lives.  I also use these modalities 
identify and shift deep unconscious thoughts, beliefs, 
programs and behaviors that hold my clients back.  
Installing previously inexperienced feelings like 

confidence, security, wealth, happiness, etc is something else that I assist with.  
In my practice I facilitate with the removal of vows, chakra balancing, healing 
past trauma, pain relief, and reprogramming the unconscious mind. 
 
Who I attract:  People familiar with energy and the law of attraction.  I attract 
people committed to changing their life and being deliberate creators.  People 
that feel stuck yet determined to move forward.  People that are accountable for 
themselves and ready to create the life they dreamed of. 
 
Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers:  I did 
the Abundance Adventure and it was truly life changing for me. I emailed my 
guides for assistance with what I would like to experience with this Adventure. I 
asked for clarity with issues I am unaware of and for the best method of 
resolution for those issues. As I began the adventure, some things did come up, 
and I was able to work past them easily. I also realized that opportunities that I 
hadnʼt experienced before began to come to me to expand my business is 
wonderful ways.  
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  To assist people with blocks that 
may come up so that they may have an incredible experience like I did. 

 
You can connect with me--- 

My email: purplelotuscoaching@gmail.com  

My website: www.purplelotuscoaching.net 
	  

http://purplelotuscoaching.net
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Kim Primatic 
About my coaching: I'm a corporate-IT-gal turned 
corporate trainer and motivational speaker and 
mentor in managing stress, creating happy lives and 
Raising Conscious Kids. 
 
Who I attract: Parents, grandparents, teachers and 
administrators who are ready to be happier, 
healthier, more empowered and more joyful. 
 
Something I feel guided to share with the 
Abundance Adventurers: Congratulations for 
choosing to join us in this amazing adventure!  And 
thank you for adding the gift of YOU to this experience!  We are gonna rock this! 
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure: I am seeing and feeling ALL OF 
US being elevated in our feelings of abundance, in ALL areas of our lives: cash, 
cars, health, love, joy (just to name a few :) 
 
You can connect with me--I would love to connect with you via email: 

My email: kim@raisingconsciouskids.com 

My websites:  www.primaticintegration.com 
www.raisingconsciouskids.com 

 
My Special Gift for You: FREE Access to my Raising Conscious Kids 
Community 
 

Youʼll receive Members Only access to: 
 

1. Weʼll send you a weekly radio programming guide of upcoming 
interviews with leading authors, thought 
leaders and visionaries in raising healthy, happy conscious kids. 
(And how to stay sane in the process!) 

 
2. Exclusive members only Bonus interview footage with our 

amazing guests 
 

3. Your chance to send in questions before interviews for my 
amazing guests and me! 

 

http://www.primaticintegration.com
http://www.raisingconsciouskids.com
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4. Raising Conscious Kids Radio Show recordings/archives to stream 
or download to your personal library 

 
5. Your very own “RCK Goodie Bag” of free digital gifts and resources 

from our wonderful guests and RCK partners that continues to grow 
so check back often! (Value $399!) 

 
6. Fun “contests” for kids, and an invite to be a featured “awesome 

kid” in our RCK Gallery (see below!) 
 

7. Resources, recipes and repartee 
 

8. And much more…so join us and add your voice, energy and ideas to 
our RCK Community! 

 

CLICK HERE for Access!

http://www.raisingconsciouskids.com
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Maylin Lue Pann 
About my coaching:  My deepest desire for my 
clients is that they release the old stories, beliefs, 
and patterns, so they can fly forward towards a more 
fulfilling and abundant life. I believe all of us are 
capable of living with a greater sense of ease, flow 
and grace, knowing that what we want is possible, 
and increasing our capacity to reach out and ask for 
what we want. I am passionate about working with 
my clients to develop a powerful mindset for success 
and create a fantastic relationship with money to 
manifest more abundance and prosperity in 
business and life.  

Who I attract:  I attract open-minded, spiritual-
based business owners who are ambitious, have accomplished a great deal, but 
who know they can do better. They feel on a daily basis that things are hard. 
They move back and forth between confidence and frustration. And they get 
stuck or caught in repetitive challenges in their business that they canʼt seem to 
solve. 

Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers:  What 
Iʼve seen is that we live in a world that reinforces any fears we have about lack 
and that life is hard. But what Iʼve also seen is that, even in the face of real 
challenges, there is a way we can relinquish control, partner with the Divine, and 
ask for what we want so that we no longer live lives of regret. 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  My intention is to bring lightness, 
fun, playfulness and humor to this inner journey of opening to greater prosperity. 
Through my own, real life experience of overcoming challenges, I have learned 
what is possible. I love helping accelerate peopleʼs paths to more fulfillment, in 
the full realization that they CAN have what they want in life whether it is 
finances, health or relationships, and it doesnʼt have to be that hard. 

You can connect with me: 

My email: meritech@sympatico.ca

My Special Gift to You: Faith and Second Chances [article] 

In life, we all face hardship and challenge. Itʼs what we do in those moments of 
challenge that counts. If you want to be inspired to find new courage and strength 
to face life and reach for what you want in the face of obstacles, email your 
request for this short article Faith and Second Chances. In it, you will read 
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about Maylinʼs experiences facing and moving through a near death experience 
and the powerful message she received when she was on the other side, her 2 
bouts of cancer, a failed business and professional challenges, as well as 
lessons you can apply to your own life. 
 
CLICK HERE, (Faith and Second Chances will auto-populate in the subject 
line), and I will send you a copy.	  

mailto:maylin@dynamicresults.ca?subject=Faith and Second Chances
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Sue Webb 
About my coaching:  Stress is a misalignment of who we are being with what 
we are wanting.  Itʼs a very useful symptom that, in my coaching,  we use to laser 
target  the precise areas where my clientʼs  programming, thinking and actions 
are not aligned with their dreams, their goals, their success.  It is then a simple 
matter to rewire their nervous system in a way that aligns body/mind/Spirit with 
their heartʼs deepest desires to allow success to flow with more ease, more joy, 
and more fun.  When my clientʼs stress is about money, we find out  how their 
money programming is literally like a dam that holds back the flow of abundance 
they so deserve and then use powerful tools like EFT to blow that apart to make 
the shifts that create a powerful vibrational alignment with abundance in all areas 
of their life.      
 
Who I attract:  Stressed out professional women who are ready to let go of pain 
and struggle and stress and step into a fuller expression of their own unique 
greatness and do that with more fun, more ease, and more satisfaction.     
 
Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers: Life 
does not need to be a struggle.  Joy and fun and success are your birthright.     
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  My intention is that Spirit guides 
each of us to a fuller expression of who we really are, that this program benefits 
our growth, our happiness, our abundance and our contribution to a world that 
works for everyone.   
 
You can connect with me: 

My email: swebb01@centurytel.net 
	  

My Special Gift: The gift Iʼm offering is a free mini-program created just for you 
called “Using EFT to turn off fear & stress around money & turn on your 
excitement, enthusiasm & anticipation about this month long abundance 
adventure!” EFT – which involves tapping on particular acupuncture points – has 
now been proven to be a simple & deceptively powerful tool for calming the 
amygdala, that part of the brain that makes us anxious, fearful or stressed. 
Tapping also helps us clear negative limiting beliefs and thinking that have gotten 
us where we are in our finances.   I have created a special tapping script with 
complete and easy to follow instructions especially for you to support you in your 

Abundance Adventure.	  	  
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Tara Costello 
About my coaching: I provide Mental 
Performance Consulting for Sport & Life - 
helping people have their best days, on their 
biggest days!! 

Who I attract: Individuals who want more 
success, joy and satisfaction from sport and life 
experiences. I help athletes and other 
performers raise consciousness in their journey 
of expressing their human potential and talents. 

Something I feel guided to share with the 
Abundance Adventurers:  There is great power in learning how to deeply 
connect with what is potentially possible and then embracing the journey for all its 
lessons, successes and joys. 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  I want to connect with other 
businesses who are committed to supporting athletes and other 
performers  realize their potential for sport and life in holistic ways.  So, that 
together we can serve them better!! 

You can connect with me: 

My email:  tara@aheadinthegame.ca 

My website: www.aheadinthegame.ca 

My Special Gift to You: 

Developing the skills and mindsets for your Optimal Performance State is a 
journey worth taking.  If you are looking for a new performance edge, as well as 
overall more success and satisfaction in sport and other performance domains, 
then I invite to reflect on the following questions for creating your zone of optimal 
performance. 

CLICK HERE for Access!

https://sustaincreative.wufoo.eu/forms/ahead-in-the-game-performance-inventory-short/
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Valerie Greene 
About my coaching: I'm a Conscious Living and 
Relationship Coach who help people transform 
fighting into intimacy.  

Who I attract: I specialize in working with personal-
growth-oriented couples that are fighting or feel 
disconnected, to identify the patterns that are causing 
distress in their relationship, and help them create 
emotional connection, passion, and fulfillment.  

Something I feel guided to share with the 
Abundance Adventurers: I define prosperity as feeling an abundance of love, 
connection, fulfillment, intimacy, and passion, where you feel connected to the 
people in your life, and your creative energy is flowing. Then thereʼs no limit to 
what you can create together! 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure: To inspire others to tap into an 
infinite source of Love and Abundance! 

You can connect with me: 
My email: valerie@coachvaleriegreene.com 

My website: www.CoachValerieGreene.com 

My Special Gift to You: 

My free course on transforming fighting into intimacy. You can get it by going to my 
website: www.CoachValerieGreene.com

http://coachvaleriegreene.com
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Cheryl Angela 
About my coaching:  My unique coaching and 
healing program, Transform Your Frequency, 
Transform Your Life, activates and empowers people 
to live soulfully, joyfully and abundantly in their 
personal lives, relationships and business. 

Who I attract:  Heart centered people, professionals 
and business owners who want to activate their 
unique gifts and live an abundant, soulful life 
expressing them. 

Something I feel guided to share with the 
Abundance Adventurers:  If you can dream it , feel 
it and open to receive it, then you will see it! 

My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  To support fellow Abundance 
Adventurers in achieving the energetic shifts that will create the breakthroughs 
and tangible manifestations in their abundance 

You can connect with me-- 
My email:  cherylangela99@gmail.com 
My website:  www.cherylangela.com 

My Special Gift to You: 

A transformative 30-minute breakthrough coaching session with me.  PLUS, a 10-
minute download of high frequency harp music AMP'd up to help you create  
beautiful self-love and receptivity to boundless receiving!

CLICK HERE for Schedule Your Session!

CLICK HERE to Download The High Frequency Audio!

http://www.cherylangela.com
http://www.cherylangela.com
https://www.dropbox.com/sh/g3i10oxmdil0o3e/AAChyFc7LeuCYePfSkDG_DfYa/02%20Love%27s%20Ecstasy.mp3?dl=0
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Brita Ball 
About my coaching/consulting: I have a passion for 
supporting people in transforming their corporate culture. 
My focus is to combine my food science and social 
science backgrounds in a way that helps businesses 
improve their culture of food safety. I do this primarily 
through coaching/consulting with food safety and quality 
assurance professionals, facilitating employee 
engagement and training that "sticks", and supporting 
management to lead behavior change. This ultimately 
transforms the organizational culture and contributes to 
safe food produced in a safe environment.  

As a food safety specialist and accomplished facilitator 
and trainer, I bring a unique combination of skills that 
complement my experience in production, processing, inspection and auditing in 
the food industry. My education includes graduate degrees in food science and 
extension (i.e., adult learning and leadership) from the University of Guelph. In 
addition to my coaching/consulting work, I am an adjunct professor at the 
University of Guelph. I have published peer-reviewed articles and book chapters, 
and presented at international conferences.  

I'm not all technical and academic. My Therapeutic Touch® and yoga practices 
balance my scientific skills, enabling me to do work that is truly transformational. 

Who I attract: I attract people who want to transform themselves and their 
companies - to advance their food safety culture - and encourage their suppliers 
to do the same. Every business that handles your food has a culture of food 
safety that is in a range from weak to strong. We often hear bad things in the 
news about food recalls and foodborne illness outbreaks, but many companies 
have good practices in place that reduce the risk of problems and prevent any 
from getting out the door. The stronger the food safety culture and production 
systems and protocols, the the more likely potential problems are identified and 
prevented. This impacts a company's bottom line and reduces risk to consumers. 

Something I feel guided to share with the Abundance Adventurers: I took a 
leap of faith nearly ten years ago to change careers. I quit a full-time, well-paying 
job that gave me great benefits, a good pension and a month of paid vacation  to 
go back to school for second Master's degree. For almost a year, the path wasn't 
clear to me. Then I began a research project that brought together my seemingly 
unrelated education and experience. That led to five more years of school, a PhD 
and a way to support businesses in advancing their food safety culture. I'm 
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grateful to be doing work that really excites me, supports companies and serves 
consumers.  

My intention for the Abundance Adventure: My intention is to connect with 
and support companies that could gain from the facilitation, training and coaching 
I offer. I work with small, family-run operations to major, global corporations. If 
you feel you are a match, or know someone who could be, I would be pleased to 
connect with you.  

I would be happy to provide a virtual consultation by phone to identify areas 
holding a company back from advancing a culture of food safety, ways to 
improve food safety training, or how people could be a force for change.     

You can connect with me— 
My email: brita@fsculture.com 
My website: www.fsculture.com 

http://www.fsculture.com
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Debra Morris 
About my coaching:  I am a Movement Coach.  I believe strongly that life is 
about moving our bodies, our emotions, and our thinking.  There is a a beautiful 
balance, a dance, between moving, pausing, and stopping.  I honor each woman 
for she deserves such and once she learns my simple process, each woman 
begins to be more. 
 
ALIVE: Aware*Loving*Intentional*Valuable*Engaging 
 
I am here and hear to help a woman see her current situation as it is without 
judgment.  I am here and hear to help a woman claim her desires and describe in 
detail the life she wishes to be living and then with appreciation, dance, patience, 
plans, action steps, laughter, intentions, fun experimentation, and embracing a 
love of self, that beautiful life becomes a reality.  
 
Who I attract: Men and Women who are either stuck in some way in their lives, 
dissatisfied with some part of their life or feeling unfulfilled.  My clients are often 
people in a rush to achieve and need to be assigned to slow down, seeing the 
value.  Most of the individuals I work with are on the surface successful by 
society's definition, yet they themselves feel unfulfilled.  I help them redefine 
success on their own and tap into personal power. 
 
Something I feel guided to share with Abundance Adventurers:  It would be 
my pleasure and delight to offer each Abundance Adventurer a 30 minute 
consultation with me.  I believe everyone can benefit from taking time to have 
another share space to increase one's abundance by taking time to take an 
adventure inward to one's heart's desires.   
 
My intention for the Abundance Adventure:  My intention for each of the 
Abundance Adventurers is to know that true abundance is an inside job.  Our 
abundance in life is directly related to our attitude, awareness, willingness to be 
in partnership with Spirit and others, and love of our present self.  So excited for 
all who enter in this adventure of a lifetime! 
 
You can connect with me:  
My Email: debmorris@me.com or coachingwithdeb@aol.com 
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Abundance Advisors 

Rhonda Ryder 
We are thrilled to welcome Rhonda as one of our Abundance 

Partners and Coaches in the 30-Day 
Abundance Adventure. She brings over 20 
years experience as a copywriter, online 
launch strategist and video marketing 
expert. For the past six years, Rhonda has 
been helping entrepreneurs increase their 
leads, clients and sales through her 
company, Be You Videos. 
 
In fact, Rhonda helped create the “behind 
the scenes strategy” for The 30-Day 
Abundance Adventure; she wrote all the 

copy and will also choose the winner,, each week, for the Best Video 

Facebook Contest! 
 
ABOUT : Rhonda left the corporate world in 2003 where she worked 
as a copywriter for over 15 years for companies like Tupperware, 
Muzak and Global Travel International in order to start her own 
copywriting and marketing company. Since then, she has written 
sales copy and video scripts for numerous New York Times best 
selling authors including Mark Victor Hansen and 6 and 7-figure 
entrepreneurs. In addition, she created her own successful websites 
in the health, parenting and marketing niches. With the onset of 
videos and YouTube and her background in scripting and theater, it 
was only natural Rhonda would transition into a Video Marketing 
Expert, teaching entrepreneurs how to get more leads, clients and 
sales by incorporating video into their business and marketing 
strategy. Rhonda now enjoys teaching entrepreneurs her exclusive 
Be You Videos scripting and performance system. 
 
For more information, visit www.RhondaRyder.com.   

http://www.rhondaryder.com
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Phyllis Khare 
Author of Social Media Marketing 

eLearning Kit for Dummies and co-author of 
Facebook Marketing All-In-One for 

Dummies, Phyllis Khare brings her energy, 
enthusiasm, training and inspirational skills to 
life in her books and presentations. 

Her career, shaped by decades of musical 
entertaining and teaching worldwide 
audiences now focuses on Social Media 

Marketing. Ever the entertainer, Phyllis who once focused on 
teaching young people through song and dance, now helps people of 
all ages take advantage of the ever-changing social media 
environment to open more doors to more customers. 

First and second career, passion-fueled entrepreneurs get excited 
about the marketing possibilities Phyllis brings to light in her 
entertaining energetic presentations. Considered a master teacher, 
Phyllis brings actionable plans and practical processes to any 
audience interested in taking their marketing online, or ramping it up 
with social media. 

For more information, visit www.PhyllisKhare.com.   

http://phylliskhare.com
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Ruth Lee 
Ruth Lee has been my Spiritual Mentor 
for many years.  In addition to retreats, 
classes, counseling, and seminars 
during that time, we traveled to other 
countries to study there, too.  My work 
reflects the teachings of this gifted 
woman, who is known to all as a 
Spiritual Scribe and inspired teacher. 

About: Ruth Lee, aka Ruth Lee, 
Scribe, began writing in Spirit shortly 
after leaving a long, successful career 
with two of the world's largest corporations. Stunning everyone, she 
walked away and never returned to such work in order to pursue a life 
of contemplation, writing, art, teaching, and traveling the world. 

During the years following her departure from corporate America, she 
came out of the closet and finally admitted to being exceptionally 
gifted spiritually. No one is more amazed by her unusual ability to 
help others live more perfect lives than she is. 

Scribing The Teachers of the Higher Planes' six Books of Wisdom 
earned Ruth Lee a place among the highest level of esoteric writers 
published today. It took years to publish all materials scribed prior to 
writing books that teach in 'novel' ways, including Within the Veil ~ An 
Adventure in Time and Angel of The Maya, but the wait was worth it 
to the growing legion of fans of Mandy and her friends. 

For more information, visit www.RuthLee-Scribe.com.

http://www.ruthlee-scribe.com
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Abundance Activation Partnersʼ Gifts

You can also find these gifts online here! 

Law of Attraction: Lifestyle 
Dr. Joe Rubino 

10 Ways to JumpStart the Law of Attraction in Your 
Life by Dr. Joe Rubino 

In this remarkable hour long television 

show, Dr. Joe Rubino, one of the worldʼs 

leading life optimization coaches and 

experts on self-esteem elevation reveals in 

simple, easy-to-implement terms 10 

concrete things you can do today to 

transform your life by harnessing the 

awesome power of the Law of Attraction. 

Life changing! 

   Get Yours Free Here ($47 Value) 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/30D-partners
http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/JoeLOA
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Spiritual Writing 
Ever wish you could have Conversations with God like Neale 
Donald Walsch…or channel like Dr. Helen Schucman in A Course in 

Miracles?   

This seemingly simple workbook can 
improve your writing and launch your spiritual 
work at the same time! This is your chance to 
meditate deeply enough to access your 
spiritual realms in order to create literature—
possibly receive messages from your Higher 
Self.   

The Writing in Spirit Workbook also 
provides insights into Ruth Leeʼs background 
and blessings–offering clues as to why she 
was called to be a spiritual scribe—
channeling the Spiritual Guides of others, as 

well as creating The Books of Wisdom.  

Workbook lessons are designed to promote access to your Higher 
Self and improve your everyday prose.  Writing in Spirit enhances 

everything you do!  

To receive your free gift of Writing in Spirit Workbook (pdf copy),
write Ruth Lee at RLeeScribe@aol.com. 

Writing in Spirit Workbook available on Amazon and Kindle… 
Print List Price $14.95 

mailto:rleescribe@aol.com
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Soul N Money 
Ken Foster 

The Foundation of Having Money 

You Will Discover How To: 

Clear All Life-Robbing Blocks to 

Having Money 

Delete Debt Permanently 

Increase Money Awareness 

Generate Money Efficiently and Easily 

Open to Receive Money in a Completely New Way 

Get Instant Access Now!

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/FosterGift
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Business Outsourcing 
Ric Thompson 

How to Make the Most Out of Your Business – Make 
More Money, Do Less and Have Time for the Things 
You Love 

This instant webinar has been described by 

industry experts as the most powerful 

business webinar theyʼve ever seen. 

When you attend, youʼll discover: 

▪ The biggest MYTHS about outsourcing

and why theyʼre hurting your business…

this is about how to take O.P.W. (Other Peoplesʼ Work) to the

next level

▪ The single biggest mistake youʼre making in your business –

and how to quickly change

▪ How to build a bigger platform and have more fun doing it

▪ Leverage your time better than you ever thought possible

▪ Quickly create a powerful team to help you get everything done

cost effectively

▪ The secret system to making sure all your projects go from

concept to creation in record time

▪ And Much, Much More

Get Instant Access Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/outsourcing
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Spiritual Selling 
Joe Nunziata 

Stop Chasing Business! 

Are you tired of the traditional, old-fashioned sales 

and marketing techniques? 

The old: If you do this, they will do that sales pitch designed 

to close the deal, is dead. The new: Now, you can sell from 

your heart and completely transform your business and life 

with this powerful eBook, Stop Chasing Business. 

(Based on the principles in my new bestselling 

book, Spiritual Selling.) 

This eBook includes: 

• How Fear Stops You from Moving Forward

• Where Your Fear Originated and How it is Being Perpetuated

Every Day of Your Life

• Why People See Themselves as Victims and How That

Thinking Stops You Dead in Your Tracks

• How to Go from Victim to Master

• 5 Keys to Elevating Your Abundance Level

• How to Become a Better Receiver and Increase Your

Attraction Level

• How to Build a Success System You Can Duplicate

• The Importance of Exceeding Expectations

• How to Walk the Parallel Path Between Spirituality and

Financial Success and more!

Get Your Copy Today ($67 value) 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/NunzGift
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Spiritual Laws 
Ken Johnston 

Uncover the Secret Spiritual Laws of Nature Within 
You 

A Secret Spiritual Law of Nature is a short little 

“Aha!” to enlighten you, to allow you to have a 

different perspective on an issue in your life. If you 

can have that little “Aha!” it can produce a big 

change really fast. When you have a sudden shift in 

perspective, it can change everything, almost on a 

dime. 

Discover your Hidden Power and other treasures within YOU in this 

exciting e-Book from Dr. Alex Loyd, creator of The Healing Codes. 

Download The Secret Spiritual Laws of Nature Now!

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/KenGift
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Profit Making 
Jeanna Gabellini 

Want to design a business that makes you say, “HELL 
YES! I love what Iʼm doing, the way Iʼm doing it and 
my profits have increased substantially!”? 

Download the visual map of how Jeanna tripled her income in less 

than a year with ease and FUN!  

Youʼre also going to get your own visual map 

to fill in with your most important HELL 

YESES for this year. If itʼs not a HELL YES, 

it doesnʼt go on your map! 

Plus, she documented her journey for you, 

too! 

This will make your next profitable 

steps very clear. 

Get Instant Access Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/JeannaGift
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Entrepreneur: Spiritual 
Eva Gregory 

From Energy Commotion to Energy In Motion: When 
Your SOUL is CEO 2-Part Video Series 

How To Build Your Own Joyful, 

Soul-Inspired, Financially 

Successful Business…While 

Making A Difference And Serving 

Others In A Big Way. 

In this power-packed 2-part video 

series, youʼre going to learn: 

▪ How to deepen your

connection to your Higher Self

▪ How to use your Divine Guidance in your business and your life

▪ How to build a business that fills your Soul and have fun in the

process

▪ How to fully integrate all of who you are into your business in

order to experience the highest level of success, satisfaction

and spiritual connection possible

▪ How to understand and accept the huge value you offer through

your work

▪ How to be able to communicate your value with confidence,

ease and heart connection so your ideal clients canʼt wait to

work with you

▪ How to use an Enlightened Marketing system in alignment with

your values and spirit
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▪ The authentic way to attract ideal clients in your Divine Market

▪ How to enroll ideal clients from service not selling

The old paradigms and traditional business models no longer work. 

Find out why you must relinquish old modes of operation and begin 

living and serving from Soul Intent in order to shift from surviving to 

thriving. 

If youʼre ready to take a quantum leap, get on the fast track to 

transforming your life and your business through Soul Intent, in order 

to fulfill your purpose, manifest what you want easily and joyfully and 

experience your business and life the way it was meant to be, this 2-

part video series has your name all over it! 

Get Instant Access Now! ($197 Value)

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/EvaGift
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Business Client Attraction 
Carolyn Ellis 

3 Ways Doodling Attracts More Clients and Clarity 

▪ The 3 powerful reasons why doodles

cut through info overload to keep your 

brand “top of mind” for potential clients 

(including an INFOGRAPHIC that spells it 

all out for you!) 

▪ The brain science behind why visual

images leaves a far more lasting impact 

than text or great copy ever can 

▪ Simple, yet effective ways using

doodles can help you easily stand out 

from the crowd (and send your message 

viral easily!) 

Receive Your Free Report Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/CarolynGift
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Conscious Relationships & Spirituality 
Paul & Layne Cutright 

The New Future of Your Relationships: Secrets & 
Strategies for Moving Beyond Power Struggle 

Control or be controlled: that is the question. 

It seems to have been the game of human 

relating since the dawn of time. Yet, our next 

evolutionary step requires us to move 

beyond it. We need to graduate to a new 

question: how can we cooperate to bring 

forth a better situation for everyone 

concerned? 

Successfully stepping onto the path of letting 

go requires not only an understanding of the 

Law of Source, but a direct experience of the 

Source of our very being. And the only way 

we can have a direct experience of our Source is by relinquishing our egoʼs 

need to control. 

Control what? Control others, circumstances and even ourselves. It looks 

like we must be in control in order to be safe and to get what we want. 

The other side of control involves the issue of being controlled by others; 

our parents, lover or spouse, our boss and even circumstances in which 

we find ourselves. 

It is vital that we recognize that the control we feel subject to and the 

control we feel compelled to exert in our lives is, at its root, an illusion. True 

and lasting success, happiness and authenticity come from breaking free 

of the many guises of this illusion. 
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There is no better place to practice this level of letting go than in 

relationships that are committed to your mutual personal and spiritual 

awakening. 

Get This Power e-Book Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/RelationshipGift
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Website Building 
Christina Hills 

Wordpress Website Design for Non-Techies 

In this free video and PDF download, you will learn: 

▪ The difference between WordPress

Pages and Posts

▪ How to design you WordPress site for the

best experience

▪ The different kinds of graphic images you

can have on your site

▪ How to find a stunning WordPress Theme

▪ How to ʻdesign it yourselfʼ even if you are

not a designer

This PDF document covers the important things you need to know 

before getting started with WordPress so that you can be up and 

running fast with confidence once you start building your site. 

Get Instant Access Now! ($97 value) 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/ChristinaGift
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Empowerment 
Tom Cronin 

Break Free from Your Blocks Holding You Back from 
Finding Love, Wealth and Purpose! 

The Empowerment Series will help you zone in on 

the three main areas of your life and shake things 

up. 

▪ Creating Extraordinary Relationships

▪ Attract Wealth Effortlessly

▪ Live the Life Your Were Born to Live

Join The Express Lane to Nirvana Now (value $197)

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/TomGift
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Entrepreneur: Lifestyle 
Christine Monoghan

 Cultivate Inner Strength to Thrive in Business 

▪ Are you a slave to your biz? (overwhelm)

▪ Want to make choices from a fear-less place?

▪ Do you crave to work on vs. in the biz?

▪ Ready to shift your money story once and for

all?

▪ Do you struggle to monetize your purpose?

▪ Ready to learn about collaboration-based

business?

▪ Need clarity on the why in your business

purpose?

▪ How about a creative sales process; no cold

calls

▪ Does your brand culture need a new vibe?

▪ Is social-media a mystery to you?

The 5-part audio program inspires you with simple, tools to tackle 

these problems. Each audio offers real-life examples to tackle these 

problems for the long-term vs. a quick-fix band-aid! 

Entrepreneur Conversations Radio host, Christine Monaghan + 5 

entrepreneurs, lead the session: 

Get Free Access Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/ChristineGift
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Money Mindset 
Katie Goode 

Are You Ready to Release Your Blocks to Making 
Great Money? 

Are your fears, limiting beliefs, and habits holding you 

back from making great money doing what you 

love? 

Itʼs time to release your money blocks! 

The Release Your Money Blocks Hypnosis Audio 

will help you move forward in creating the business 

you deserve. 

During this meditation, I will walk you through recognizing 

then releasing the blocks that are holding you back from creating the 

business and abundance you want. 

Get Instant Access Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/KatieGift
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Stress Relief 
Bobbi Anderson 

Magically Find Relief of Stress and Anxiety and 
Embrace the Magic of Relaxation 

Seeking out the awareness we have 

inside that opens up the secrets to the 

healing effects that relaxation has on the 

body. Often times it is opening the mind 

to subtle awareness that makes profound 

change. 

Get Your Stress and Anxiety  Audio Now 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/BobbiRelief
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Healers & Lightworkers 
Elaine Lockard 

Unlock Your Hidden Blocks 

By intuitively scanning your unique energetic 

pattern, you will discover the Key to what is 

holding you back from living your Life in the 

vibrations of Freedom, Clarity, Courage and 

Confidence! 

From an Energy Scan, you can get: 

▪ Confirmation, Perspective and Clarity on

your lifeʼs purpose and direction… Know the

best choices for you to save time, money and energy

▪ Discovery and Understanding of your blocks, resistances, fears,

and doubts… Shift to positive, pro active forward movement with

confidence for health, peace of mind and personal transformation

▪ Immediate shifts in your energy and mindset… Open new doors

within yourself to have and receive healing, hope, abundance,

happiness and positivity

▪ Knowledge of energetic drains in your mind, body and spirit…

Relationships, people, trauma, health issues that leave you feeling

powerless, frustrated, depressed, confused

▪ Knowledge of healing and energetic techniques… Practical steps

you can take now to jumpstart your healing and transformation

▪ Knowledge of your unique value to yourself and others…Know

you are worthy and deserving; unblock your receptivity to love and

money

Book Your Energetic Scan Today ($397 value)

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/EnergyScan
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Akashic Records

Lisa Barnett 

Expand Your Soul Signature Symbol to Connect to 
Your Abundance 

This visualization will lead you through the 

process of creating and energizing your 

personal Soul Signature Symbol to help you 

connect to abundance of all kinds. Some of the 

gifts of expanding your Soul Signature 

Symbol out into the galaxy include: 

▪ Connecting with additional clients

▪ Finding a fresh Love Relationship

▪ Opening unseen doors on your Soul Path

▪ Uniting with Soul Family and new friends

Get This Incredible Gift Now (value $20) 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/BarnettGift
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Social Media Marketing 
Phyllis Khare 

 Organize All your Social Media Marketing to Promote 
an Event 

▪ Use this checklist to organize WHAT to

create before you start posting on

Facebook and Twitter

▪ Organize WHEN to send emails and post

to social sites

▪ Jumpstart your own ideas for promotion

and use this as a framework to build out

even more great marketing strategies

Get Your Free Checklist! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/KhareGift
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Business Angels 
Wendy Howard 

7 Business Angels You Need To Meet 

Discover the unique and special relationship 

between you and the business angels you need to 

attract into your life and business. When you start 

to utilise the universal power of these relationships 

and apply it to your business in a step-by-step 

process, a magical transformation will follow. In 

this e-Book and Audio you will discover: 

▪ 3 Secrets to every Heart-Centred Business

Success

▪ An order, structure and path that works … and transforms

▪ The significance of giving and receiving … and why you may be

more prone to giving but not receiving

▪ The importance of seeking out your unique destiny path for

wealth, health & happiness – and why you MUST do this first.

▪ Nurturing your 7 levels of Wisdom … while connecting with your

soul source Gain insight and wisdom into building a heart-

centred business and discover the importance of self-nurture to

grow you as you grow your business by nurturing the different

levels of personal growth you need to attract wealth, health &

happiness.

Get Your Free Chapter Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/AngelGift
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Video Strategy 
Rhonda Ryder 

12 Easy Steps to Grow Your Business 

In this complimentary course, youʼll discover: 

▪ How to get over your fear of getting in front of the camera

▪ How to be your best authentic

self on video so people want to

hire you, work with you and

purchase your products and

services.

▪ How to light, edit and film your
videos to highlight you, your brand and your message.

Plus youʼll receive Rhondaʼs Video Script Template (PDF) 

Use this video script template when you have a free gift on your 

website that you would like people to sign up for. Just fill in the blanks 

and youʼre done. Itʼs that easy! 

Get Your Free Video Course and PDF Template! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/RyderGift
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Attract Perfect Customers 
Jan Stringer and Alan Hickman 

Get What Makes You TICK And Attract The Perfect 
Customers 

Finally, The #1 Strategy for discovering 

how to attract the customers you are 

meant to serve. Getting a clear awareness 

and authentic expression of what makes 

you TICK invokes the Law of Attraction 

and initiates an ever widening ripple of 

energetic impact around which your heart-

centered business develops. 

This ripple effect knows no boundaries. 

In the next 48 hours, after applying this strategy, notice what is 

showing up around you. You may already be drawing to you the 

perfect person, group or technique that will help to transform old 

habits that have prevented you from attracting everything you want 

and honestly knowing what to say in the present moment, to capture 

their heart, and inspire them to hire you, refer you, and transform your 

world. 

Get Your Free Report Now (value $97)! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/ClientAttraction
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Psychic Abilities Blueprint 
Lesley Phillips 

Powerful Gifts That Will Change Your Life! 

As a special promotion for participants in The 

30-Day Abundance Adventure, I am offering 

several gifts. 

▪ The first chapter of the audio book

version of The Midas Tree  – a spiritual

adventure novel for kids of all ages

containing the secret to life!

▪ A preview of my new book, Your Psychic Ability Blueprint –

based on her mentoring program, an instruction manual to

activating over 25 different psychic abilities

▪ Participants will also receive 5 bonus gifts – including free one

card readings, meditations, and discounts on readings.

Get These Amazing Gifts Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/LesleyGift
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Yoga 
Elaine Masters 

Get Where Youʼre Going Feeling Great! 

Drivetime Yoga has been helping 

police officers, busy moms, 

commuters and road trippers get 

where theyʼre going feeling great.  

Indie Excellence Award for Best 

Audio, the techniques are safe and 

simple for anyone to use. Designed 

by Physical Therapist, Julie Garner 

and Yoga teacher/Travel Writer, 

Elaine Masters. 

Download And Start Feeling Great Now! 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/MastersGift
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Success 
Noah St. John 

Power Habits: The New Science for Making Success 
Automatic 

Get FREE Access to Noah St. Johnʼs New Online Video Training 
Series to Accelerate Your Income, Boost Your Self-Confidence, 
and Make Success Automatic. 

Noah St. John is famous for inventing 
Afformations® and helping business owners 
accelerate income, boost self-confidence, and 
make success automatic. His sought-after advice 
is known as the “secret sauce” for creating 
breakthrough performance. Stephen Covey, author 
of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People, says: 

“Noah St. Johnʼs work is about discovering within ourselves what we 
should have known all along – we are truly powerful beings with 
unlimited potential.” Noahʼs engaging and down-to-earth speaking 
style always gets high marks from audiences. As the leading authority 
on how to eliminate limiting beliefs, Noah delivers keynote speeches 
and mastermind programs that have been called “mandatory for 
anyone who wants to succeed in business.” He also appears 
frequently in the news worldwide, including ABC, NBC, CBS, Fox, 
National Public Radio, Parade, Womanʼs Day, Los Angeles Business 
Journal, The Washington Post, Chicago Sun-Times, Selling Power, 
Forbes.com, and The Huffington Post. 

Get This Powerful Video Series Now! (value $200)	  

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/SuccessGift
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PSYCH-K® 
Terri Cornish 

Easily Change Your Abundance Beliefs 

A Powerful Live Teleclass Recording, 
Actually Invaluable in Your Life  
YOURS FREE presented by Living from 

HeartSpace™! 
• Kick-start your prosperity in 2015, and

change your life while being empowered to be 
the one who does it! You will receive the 
Premium Package: 

• Access to the Live Teleclass
• The Full Recording

• Weekly Tips to Be Fully Prepared to
Change Your Abundance Beliefs 

Get This Life-Changing Gift Today ($197 value) 

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/HeartspaceGift
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Conscious Millionaire 
JV Crum III 

First Millionaire Manifesto 

Discover the seven steps for becoming the First 
Millionaire in Your Family. Based upon three 
decades of making millions by growing businesses 
and investing, best-selling author, marketing expert, 
and business coach, J V Crum III reveals the seven 
proven steps for becoming a Conscious Millionaire. 
Download your FREE copy now and give it a read. 
In less time then it takes to drink your tea or coffee, 
you can be taking steps toward enjoying a Lifestyle 
Business and Financial Freedom! 

Get This Incredible Manifesto Now ($47)

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/MillionaireGift
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Healthy Lifestyle
Lisa Jillanza

Life-Changing Health Secrets You Can't Find Anywhere 
Else

Sign up for your free subscription and 
immediately receive your first issue of 
Healthy Revelations delivered right into 
your email box. You'll receive this 
innovative newsletter every 14 days 
loaded with cutting-edge information 
that will be sure to impact your life!

As an additional benefit, you'll be able to 
communicate with me directly about any 
eNewsletter or health related issue. I 
want you to feel free to contact me about 
anything you choose.

Download This Powerful Newsletter Now!

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/PalatGift
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Magnetic Press Releases
Ginger Campbell

Unlock the Secret to Promoting Your Business
What if you knew a secret that 98% of the 
population doesn’t know?   Here it is:  people 
don’t buy what you do, but why you do it.  Think 
about that.  So, how do you get your “why” out to 
the world?  Through a press release.   It’s one of 
the easiest ways to promote your business to 
thousands and thousands of people and it 
doesn’t cost you a thing!  In the computer age we 
live in, a few mouse clicks can have your news 
sitting in front of not just your local news outlet, 
but also at places like the Today Show, Time 
Magazine and Oprah!  But, just like anything, 
there is a formula to writing a purposeful press 
release.  Our free guidebook will give you the 
tools you need to write a purposeful press 
release. 

Toot your horn—shine your light!

Click Here to Email Ginger to Receive This 
Incredible Template! ($97 value)

mailto:ginger@snap-productions.com
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Spiritual Business Financial Consulting
Trisha & Richard LoveJoy

Align Your Heart and Mind to Your Business

Are you ready to make a difference in your life 
and in the lives of others? Are you ready to build 
your business based upon the spiritual principles 
of Love and Joy? We want YOU to have 
successful solutions, peace of mind and inspiring 
health, wealth and happiness.

If you are ready to step forward then we'd like to 
offer you a complimentary 15-Minute Heart-
Centered Business Conversation!

During our time together, we will review:

* Your current and/or prospective business
* Your business structure
* Your value and your goals for 2015

Receive Your FREE Consultation Now! ($97 value)

http://www.anewleafcompany.com/


Branding & Marketing
Julia D. Stege

Branding From The Heart

“Branding from the Heart: How to Share Your 
Purpose through Marketing that Attracts Your 
Tribe and Inspires a Revolution” is a powerful 
eBook that reveals a new paradigm for marketing 
specifically designed for spiritual entrepreneurs.

Using the simple steps, you will be able to 
identify those customers you were born to serve, 
your Soul Tribe, and learn to communicate with 
them in ways that capture their heart and inspire 
them to connect with you.

Includes access to a special complimentary 
webinar training, “5 Keys to Attracting Your Soul 
Tribe Online”!

Download This Powerful Book Now! ($20 value)
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“In BRANDING FROM THE HEART, Julia Stege reveals a process that takes 
you deep within your soul to discover your authentic unique message. She 
shows you, step by step, how to share your vision and attract kindred spirits, 
members of your Soul Tribe. This is a revolutionary approach to marketing. 
The processes you experience here will enrich all your relationships, thereby 
transforming your business, your personal life, and the world around you.”

Luisah Teish, Author, Director, Artist.

http://coachingfromspiritinstitute.com/StegeGift
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Noticing Positive Evidences (PEʼs) 

After you script your day, you look for signs of what you scripted 
showing up in your life; Positive Evidences (PEs). Positive evidences 
can be physical (things showing up in physical reality), mental (ideas, 
insights, “aha! moments”), emotional (feelings). Anything can be a 
PE. 

When you start to notice all of the things that are working, that are 
feeling great, that are coming together, you start activating that higher 
vibration more and more. You begin to intend and expect to find 
things to appreciate. You find reasons and opportunities to laugh. 
You know this is your job, your responsibility. The only person in 
charge of you vibrational output is you. The locus of control is inside 
you. 

Examples of PEʼs 

Examples are everywhere. Look and feel around in your day and 
FIND things that are working, feel good, delight you, energize you, or 
work out for you! The following are just a few examples. 

PEʼs might be good feelings; for example, “Wow, Iʼm just feeling so 
happy today,” or “ I just had a great lunch and I feel so satisfied and 
fulfilled.” Or you could notice a great meal that delights you, people 
that support you, a body that feels great, traffic that clears at the right 
time, rain that stops just when you need to drive across town, people 
in this program who hold your vision for you. 

Maybe you scripted about working on your website and noticed, “I 
wasnʼt so uptight working on the squeeze page. Itʼs going to work out. 
I felt better about my squeeze page. I finished the squeeze page and 
took a walk. The sun was shining, the birds were chirping and it felt 
good to be alive.” 

Important Points on Noticing PEʼs 

� PEʼs can be big or small, tangible external things, or intangible 
things such as feeling, insights. Donʼt discount what seems like 
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small things; they are all part of the vibrational output that is 
attracting what you desire to you now. 

� Keeping a PE journal helps you really see what is showing up in 
your life. Especially when you first start noticing PEs, it helps you 
become aware of the increase in volume of PEʼs. It can also be a 
place to mine for examples to use when you are working with 
clients. 

� There is no right or wrong time to record PEʼs in your journal. 
Some people sit down at the end of the day and review it for 
PEʼs. Others start their day by reviewing the PEʼs from the 
previous day just before they script. Others carry a little notebook 
and record them in the moment. Sharon says she records her 
PEʼs every time she puts food in her mouth. Use whatever feels 
good and works best for you. 

� When you are looking for PEʼs, look for both inner and outer; 
feelings, insights, ideas as well as events. Notice when you are 
feeling great, when unexpected things happen that make you 
smile, what great experiences you are seeing, hearing, feeling, 
and knowing. 

� When you notice a PE, amp up the energy around it. Take the 
opportunity to go beyond just acknowledging it and express your 
thrill that it occurred. Say, “Woo hoo!“ “Wow!” “Thatʼs *so* cool!“ 
“Thank you!” or “Thatʼs such a miracle!” “Thatʼs incredible.” When 
you record it in your PE journal, write down those comments next 
to the PE. Use the words that amp up your energy, your sense of 
possibility. These are the amazing results that you love, and you 
want to amp up the energy of expectation for other amazing PEʼs 
to occur. 

� The more you notice PEʼs, the more PEʼs show up! 

� Noticing PEʼs activates the expectation that things will work out. 

� You have lots of scripts out there, so also notice what is showing 
up on those. 

� The more you raise your vibration by noticing PEʼs, the more you 
become a match for some of the higher vibrating things you 
want. 
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Benefits of Noticing PEʼs 

� We train ourselves to focus our attention on what is working. 
When we focus on whatʼs working - more of what is working 
happens. You are more in that vibrational output of what is 
working. You are allowing yourself to simply take notice of the 
things that are working--the surprises, the good feelings, those 
things that you really appreciate. 

When you start expecting miracles, they start happening! 
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How to Identify What is Holding You Back
Declarations are a way to partner with Spirit with the spoken word. 
You don't have to have immediate belief in it. You speak them out 
loud and they have a POWER to them that affirmations don't, 
because there is no automatic response from your mind that says "No 
you're not...or No you can't..."  

Example: “I Declare that I am a Successful Spiritual Entrepreneur.” 

If you are finding that a declaration feels hard to believe, then you can 
add, "I declare that somehow, someway I am..." 

1. Hold an Intention to partner with Spirit and your Inner Guidance
as you go through this process. Acknowledge to yourself that it
is okay to be where you are, knowing that you will be supporting
yourself to make a shift.

2. Identify the story that you are currently telling yourself about this
experience. Look for the "I" statements you are making.
Example: "I am not good enough to..."

3. Ask yourself ~ Where do these thoughts/feelings fall?
� Is it a Past Regret? ~ Are you dragging a past experience 

into the NOW? "If only I had done this...than this would have 
happened..."  

� Current Misperception ~ Are you projecting what a 
person's possible response or reaction may be? (This 
effects your future and your vibrational point of attraction) 

� Future Worry ~ Asking yourself "What if...???" 

4. Apply the process of declarations: First find the place where the
issue is and then create a declaration to support what you want
it to be. Declare what is coming to be.
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What Is Manifestational Breathing? 
This is an inner and outer process that works on the physical, 
emotional and spiritual levels. This process is to be used consciously 
whenever you are feeling “less than” you want or are experiencing 
challenges in holding a situation in a positive light. 

Steps to using your breath to shift your energy: 

1. Place your awareness on your mind and unhook from the
negative or challenging thought pattern. You might see or sense
an image of a hook being removed from your head. Ask your
inner guidance to unhook you from the thought pattern.

2. Name the thought pattern, and then think of the opposite of that
thought. So if you were feeling overwhelmed, you might have
thoughts like, "I have so much to do and not enough time to
complete it all..."

After you unhook from this pattern, breath in deeply while saying 
to yourself, " I am breathing in peace and the knowledge that I 
have plenty of time." When you breath out, you are releasing 
anything that is less than that. (Breathe Out Less Than = BOLT)  

3. You want to continue breathing in and releasing out until you
feel a shift in your body. By doing this you are shifting your
vibrational point of attraction.

4. If there is a general sense of worry and concern with a whole lot
of thoughts and it is difficult focusing on one pattern, you can
just breathe in the essence of what you want to experience.

5. Once you feel better you are more in alignment to attracting
solutions. Notice any positive evidences of your energy shifting,
including potential solutions, and focus on what is working. Note:
Expressing gratitude keeps you in a higher vibration to
continually attract all kinds of solutions.
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6. Once you are feeling more centered you can also breathe in the
essence for everyone, i.e., breathing in prosperity and ease for
everyone.

Some short forms you can use: 

BIP- Breathe in Peace - Breathe in Prosperity 
BIL- Breathe in Love 
BIS- Breathe in Solutions  

I focus on the letters and say it in my mind or out loud. 

Hereʼs a General Example to use when you want to experience more 
calm and you can't think of where to begin. Play with this to create 
your own: 

Breath in that all is well, 
BOLT anything less. 
Breath in everything for my highest good, 
BOLT anything less than that. 
Breath in that I am safe,  
BOLT anything less than that.  

You can use this example to get yourself in a place where you can 
begin to consider activating something better.  
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